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"We are dead serious," said Joan (with JODI's 
usual deadpan affect) in response to the last question 
at their talk at EAl (Electronic Arcs Intermix) in 
April. Joan Heemskerk and Dirk Paesmans make 
up JODI, the Dutch-Belgian art duo, whose work 
recently occupied a large gallery at the Museum of 
the Moving Image in Queens with several excellenr 
pieces repurposing new technologies, entitled "Street 
Digital." Struggling to find an end to the talk, JODI 
clicked on a link co one of their You Tube videos which 
had been taken down, producing an error message. 
This was appropriate, as JODI's work emerged from 
the school of net.art in the mid 90s chat embraced the 
ephemeral. Nee.arc artists (such as Alexei Shulgin and 
Vuk Cosic) worked with specific momenrs of browser 
conventions, sofrware, and interfaces as material, 
conditions chat would exist for only a short time and 
then become obsolete. 

When JODI first came onto the scene in the mid 
1990s - called the "heroic period" of net.art by some 
- they were the mysterious hackers whose website of
flashing and broken-looking source code appeared
to take over your computer, creating a vortex of
fascination chat kept you clicking to see what would
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happen next. Their off-kilter work offered a paranoia 
inducing but fresh reprieve from the more utopian 
expectations of the time that technology would be 
seamless, immersive and give the user total control 
over every cask. As media theorist Florian Kramer 
has written, these works chat foregrounded code, 
which was usually tucked nearly beneath the computer's 
interface, "reflect the uncanny underbelly of nerwork 
communication ... " After infiltrating the Internet browser, 
JODI created their own misbehaving version of OSX 
and created formalise mods co popular video games. 
Beyond embracing the ephemeral, JODI's work is 
guided by the urge co exploit the error or glitch. This 
reveals not what the computer can do, but an aesthetics 
of computing itself, an aesthetics chat can be seen as 
both formalist and irreverent - irreverent like punk 
rock. 

Unlike ocher art entities who made their name 
with net.art in the 90s, JODI has conrinued co 
hack their way through the cacaphony of successive 
technological innovations. Over the years, their playful 
and exhaustive reworking of hardware, sofrware 
and popular media has led to a comparison with 
the work of Sceina and Woody Vasulka. Since the 
90s, computing has become more ubiquitous and 
integrated with the physical world, thanks co Wiis, 
mobile devices and smart architecture. Computing 
has also become more media rich, a condition enabled 
by broadband, consumer-friendly media making cools 
and social media. JODI has embraced these physical 
and popular aspects of computing, moving away 










